HONEST INFORMATION. NO MATTER WHAT.

NOT ONLY HAS PLANNED PARENTHOOD BLESSED ME WITH EDUCATION about safe sex and pregnancy, comfort talking about sex, and the knowledge to take care of myself — they also instilled in me the importance of my own voice, and that I have choices.”

– ARIEL, A FORMER TEEN COUNCIL MEMBER

AND WE KNOW IT WORKS

* OF PREGNANCIES PER 1,000 WOMEN AGE 15-19

HOW WE RECEIVED AND SPENT FUNDS

TOTAL 2013 REVENUE:
$48,917,063

TOTAL 2013 EXPENSES:
$44,604,513

Learn more about our education and advocacy work at ppgnwannualreport.com/2013
EXPERT CARE. NO MATTER WHAT.

"PLANNED PARENTHOOD NEVER TOLD ME" to have a baby, and they never told me to have an abortion either. They educated me and told me everything I needed to know to make the best decision for me. I never felt pressured, guilty or shy about my situation – or my decision – because of Planned Parenthood. They gave me every single piece of vital information I could’ve asked for.

However, before making a decision I had a miscarriage. It was hard, and sad, and the doctors and nurses at the emergency room at my local hospital didn’t seem to understand. After spending five hours in the emergency room they just handed me a piece of paper and sent me on my way.

When I walked into the Planned Parenthood office it was a different atmosphere – they didn’t brush me off like I was just another patient. The doctors there discussed with me what I had gone through, physically and emotionally. They heard and understood me. They let me know I wasn’t alone.”

- DAISY, A PPGNW PATIENT

Check out our interactive annual report to see the impact our health services had in your community in 2013: ppgnwannualreport.com/2013